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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let P(x, D) = A(x) D* + B(x)D + C(x) be a system of second order dif- 
ferential operators defined on an open interval (a, b) of Iw. A(x), B(x) and 
C(x) are N by N matrices whose components belong to Cm(u, b) and 
The main result of this paper is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1. If p(x, 5) = A(x) t2 + B(x) 5 + C(x) is positive semi- 
definite for any x E (a, 6) and r E R, then given a compact subset K of (a, b) 
we can find a constant M, > 0 such that 
Re ‘(P(x,D)U).Udx~-M,Sb1U12dx, s 0 u (1.1) 
where u = (uI ,..., u,)~ and uiECm(K) for 1 di<n. 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 can easily be generalized to prove that if 
P(x, D) is a system of differential operators of order m whose symbol is 
positive semi-definite, then 
Re s “(P(x, D)u).Udx> -MK IIuII~,-~~,~. (1.2) a 
An inequality of the type in (1.2) with (m - 2)/2 replaced by (m - 1)/2 
was proved by Hiirmander [2] for pseudo-differential operators on US”. His 
result was generalized by Lax and Nirenberg [3] to systems of pseudo-dif- 
ferential operators on Iw” (still with (m - 2)/2 replaced by (m - 1)/2). Fef- 
ferman and Phong [ 1 ] proved (1.2) for a single pseudo-differential 
operator on R”. 
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2. FOURIER SERIES REPRESENTATION 
In this section we will transform (1.1) into an inequality for infinite 
quadratic forms. 
Since the assumption and conclusion of Theorem 1.1 are invariant under 
any afline transformation of the real line, we may assume that 
KG (0,2x) c (a, 6). 
Let 4(x) 3 0 be a C” function with compact support in (0,27c) such 
that d(x) = 1 on a neighborhood of K, then J-f: (P(x, D) u). u dx = 
@(4(x) P(x, D) u). 5 dx. We may therefore assume that the supports of 
.4(x), B(x) and C(x) are contained in (0,2n). 
Instead of taking real parts all the time, we can simplify in the following 
way. Let Q(x, D) u = D(A(x) Du) + $[B(x) Du + D(B(x) u)] + C(x) U, then 
P(x, D) u - Q(x, D) u = S, u + S2u, where S,u = (fi/Z)[A’(x) Du + 
D(A’(x) u)] and S,u = [-$4”(x) + (&l/2) B’(x)] U. Since p(x, 5) = 
A(x) r2 + B(x) < + C(x) is positive semi-definite for any t: E [w, it follows that 
A(x), B(x) and C(x) are Hermitian matrices. Therefore, @ (s,u) * U dx is 
purely imaginary and Re @ (P(x, D)u) . U dx = @ (Q(x, D) u) . ii dx + 
Re Ji” ( S2 U) . U dx. We can obviously find CI > 0 such that Ijin (S,u) . U dx( < 
LX @ 1~1’ dx. Therefore (1.1) is equivalent to 
s 
)Q(x, D)u).Udx> -M,12n (u12dx. 
0 
(2.1) 
From now on K is fixed and we can drop the subscript K. 
We can represent U, A, B and C by their Fourier series, i. e., 
U(X) = C,“= --m einxun, A(x) = C,“= --oo einX,4,, B(x) = C,“= --co einXBn and 
C(x) = C,“= --oo einxC,,. Here U, = (l/271) jp ePi‘%(x) dx and A, = 
(1/2~)JFe -jnXA (x) dx, etc. 
Since A, B, C and u are smooth and have compact supports in (0,27r), 
we have 
max(l4, IAnI, l&J~ IGI) = O(np8) for /3 = 1, 2,..., (2.2) 
where 1.1 is any norm for vectors or matrices. 
A simple calculation shows that (2.1) is equivalent to 
mnA,-, + y B,-,+ C,_, u, 1 ‘ii, 2 -M 1 lu,J*. (2.3) nsz 
Let m, no Z and Im --nl > lnl/2, then we also have Im --nl > f/ml. By 
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(2.2), we have 
= [ 
I4 InI IAn-,I + 
m.ncL 
‘“‘i In’ MLml + ILml] I%7 I%7 
Im -Ill> M/2 
6 lcol 1%12 + c 
rn,l7EL 
&2 I%lI I%,I 
/m-n1 > max(I, M/2) 
for some c>O. But 
I + f 
k=lm=-x 
Therefore in order to prove (2.3), it suffices to prove 
I I[ m+n mnA,7_, +- B n-m+ c,-, u;u, rn.lIEZ 2 1 
2 -M 5 lu,12, (2.4) 
ml= -cc 
where C’ means the summation is taken over m, n such that Irn - nl < ln1/2. 
In particular, m and n are either both positive or both negative. We shall 
prove (2.4) for m, n E Z +, the case where m, n E Z- can be proved similarly. 
3. CONSEQUENCES OF THE SYMBOL BEING POSITIVE SEMI-DEFINITE 
If A(x) t2+ B(x) <+ C(x) is positive semi-definite, so is &4(x) t*+ 
B(x) r + 2C(x). Let u,, n 2 1, be a rapidly decreasing (i. e., satisfying (2.2)) 
sequence of N-vectors and u = Cn, r e%,,. Then we have jf [$4(x) t2 + 
B(x) r + 2C(x)] II. 17 dx > 0 and hence 
505/65/3-IO 
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It follows that we have 
xe (: ,, )9411’ 
If we integrate (3.2), we get 
(3.2) 
where Y(m, n, 5) = - (5 - m)‘/4m2 - (5 - n)‘/4n2. 
It follows easily from the analysis below that we can interchange 
integration and summation to obtain 
c CL A,, ~ m + pm,, B,, m + 6,,,, C,, ,I u,,, . fin 3 0, (3.4) 
where 
and 
Now 
6,,,, =&iI, ePtn’,“. Cl d[. 
m’[<‘+ l] epCzf4 dt. 
Similarly, we can show that IpMnj <mjTx m[jtl + 11 e -C’i4& 
and IS,,,,,/ <2.,/(m/n)j:,; ep5’f4dt. 
Therefore we have 
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It follows from (3.5) that Cm,n21 CILA IA,-,,,1 + bmnl &,I + 
16,,,,,1 iC,_,l] Iu,I Ifi,1 converges, which justifies (3.4). 
If we note that Im - nl > n/2 implies Im - nl 2 m/3, then we have 
for some c > 0, by (2.2). But 
= kg, $, I%l lUm+kl +m!, bml lb,-kl) 
<; f, Iu,12 
WI= I 
(where we let u, = 0 when j d 0). 
Therefore, it follows from (3.4) that 
for some M, > 0, where C’ means the summation is taken over m, n such 
that (m - nl <n/2. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
First of all, observe that Im --I <n/2 implies that (m-nn( cm. Under 
the assumption Im - n( < n/2, we want to give an estimate better than (3.5). 
LEMMA 4.1. L,=JGmn+O[(m-n)2], iflrn-nl<n/2. 
Prod YV(m, n, 5) = Y, (m, n, 0 + Y2(m, n, l) + (m - n)*/8mn, where 
y,(m,n, 5)= -+---(C-y) 
and 
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(m-n)2 
y2(m, k 5) = -w t2, 
1 
s 
% 
A,,, = - 
2$&l -= 
eY, + Y2 + (,,I ,r)%n,, 52 dl 
1 
s 
Tu 
=* -5 
eyl + y2 42 & 
1 m -- 
s 2&&l -0c‘ 
ey~+y2(2(l -,(~-~~)*/~m~~)d,Z. 
We can estimate the second integral in the following way. For some 
c > 0, 
1 = 
I j z&ii -xc 
eW + y’2 <‘( 1 _ e’“‘-“‘*/8”“) & 
I 
2 
B2& -xey’t 
2 (m-n12 
8mndr 
= i~/2 d5 
= O[(m - n)Z]. 
The last estimate follows from the fact that m and n are comparable. 
For the first integral, we have 
1 CC 
s 2Jk-i -m 
,yvl+y2(2& 
1 = 
=gz -cc s 
eyl[2d<+Lj’ ey1(ey2-1)~2d<. 
2Jmn -= 
Now 
eyl(ey2 - 1) t2 d< 
= O[m -n)‘]. 
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Finally, 
Q.E.D. 
Similarly, we can prove the following lemma: 
OC(m-n)21, it,,~~“::mC~)/2)+olo’l and 6,,=2,h+ LEMMA 4.2. p,,,, 
Now 
1’ (m-n)*(IA.-,I + I&,I + 1%,I) b,I Iu,I 
m,n2l 
<c l%I Iv,,1 
*.2, (m-n)* Im-nl2l 
for some c > 0, by (2.2). We have already proved in Section 3 that 
is bounded by a multiple of C,“=, Iv,1 *. Therefore (3.6) and Lemmas 4.1 
and 4.2 imply that 
m+n 
mnA,-,+- 2 B,-,+2C,-, u;U, 1 
B -M* f Iv,12, (4.1) 
m=l 
for some M, > 0. 
Since CL. n 2 , IC,- ,J lo,,,1 . IV,1 is obviously bounded by some multiple of 
Z;=, Iu,12, we have 
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rn+n 
mnA,,- ,+- 
2 B,, m + c,, m 1 vm VP, 
(4.2) 
for some M > 0. 
Equation (2.4) therefore follows from (4.2) if we let v, = u, and the proof 
of Theorem 1.1 is complete. 
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